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Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building students' understanding of the basic grammar, vocabulary, and functions of English.
Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third Edition combines a perfectly-balanced syllabus with more conversation, assessment and digital teaching and
learning resources than ever before.
Comprehensive, challenging, and effective - the best of American Headway for upper-intermediate to advanced students.
Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building students understanding of the basic grammar, vocabulary, and functions of English.
Completely reviews all the major structures in American English. Students practice and master using the grammar for a wider range of communicative purposes. An expanded three-CD audio program
exposes students to real spoken English. Up-to-date texts focus on international topics - everything from the impact of global tourism to the American sitcom Friends. The readings stimulate class discussion
and provide the rich vocabulary input that students need at this level. Two sections new to the course, "The Music of English" and "Spoken English," highlight stress and intonation patterns and focus on
features of informal spoken English. "Hot words" sections present and practice essential collocations. Active analysis of grammar in "Test Your Grammar" and "Grammar Spot" activities helps students build
and extend their understanding of English. The Grammar Reference in the back of the Student Book gives clear, detailed rules and examples of form and use. A writing syllabus at the back of the book
provides a complete writing program for the level.
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of
cutting-edge scientific research. [The author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"-This volume brings together a massive body of much-needed research information on a problem of crucial importance to labor economists, policy makers, and society in general: unemployment among the
young. The thirteen studies detail the ambiguity and inadequacy of our present standard statistics as applied to youth employment, point out the error in many commonly accepted views, and show that many
critically important aspects of this problem are not adequately understood. These studies also supply a significant amount of raw data, furnish a platform for further research and theoretical work in labor
economics, and direct attention to promising avenues for future programs.
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Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third edition combines a perfectly-balanced syllabus with more conversation, assessment and digital
teaching and learning resources than ever before.American Headway is the course you can always trust. Its proven methodology - focus on grammar, clear vocabulary syllabus,
integrated skills work - was developed by award-winning authors John and Liz Soars to give you lessons that really work in class. The third edition supports students to
succeedbeyond the classroom more than ever before with:* More conversation to help students accelerate their progress in speaking* 100% new downloadable assessment to
prepare students for success in high-stake tests* A new digital teaching and learning package to engage students in and beyond the classroom
100% new assessment material available to download from the Testing Program Tests include: Exit tests, Progress tests, Skills tests, Stop and Check tests and Unit tests
Flexible: teachers download the tests online, and can send to their class as a digital version or use as a print version Quality: all test materials have been evaluated by an
assessment expert to ensure quality
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus New Advanced level Teacher Resource Center - online resource bank with fast-find browser function Student
Practice Multi-ROMs with access to online TOEIC, TOEFL, and IELTS practice tests Test Generator CD-ROMs
A new edition with a modified syllabus and extensive new material.
A complete language-learning package for American English students at intermediate level.
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and full support at all six levels.With its proven methodology, Headway is the course you
can always trust.The strong grammar focus, clear vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills work give you lessons that really work in class.Constant updates mean the material is always
current, and with a huge range of components available - including new digital resources for interactive whiteboards - you've always got support where you need it.
Notes with hints, suggestions, and 'possible problems' feature Photocopiable activities for every unit Teacher's Resource Disc - communicative activities, tests, grammar reference, word lists,
tapescripts and audio
Aimed at absolute beginners, this title provides a measured, step-by-step approach that aims to build both skills and confidence. It contains a mix of language work and many practice material
that helps learners to consolidate their knowledge of key points before proceeding further. The vocabulary syllabus focuses on high-frequency survival terms.

From the New York Times bestselling author of Dreamland, a searing follow-up that explores the terrifying next stages of the opioid epidemic and the quiet yet ardent stories of
community repair. Sam Quinones traveled from Mexico to main streets across the U.S. to create Dreamland, a groundbreaking portrait of the opioid epidemic that awakened the
nation. As the nation struggled to put back the pieces, Quinones was among the first to see the dangers that lay ahead: synthetic drugs and a new generation of kingpins whose
product could be made in Magic Bullet blenders. In fentanyl, traffickers landed a painkiller a hundred times more powerful than morphine. They laced it into cocaine, meth, and
counterfeit pills to cause tens of thousands of deaths-at the same time as Mexican traffickers made methamphetamine cheaper and more potent than ever, creating, Sam argues,
swaths of mental illness and a surge in homelessness across the United States. Quinones hit the road to investigate these new threats, discovering how addiction is exacerbated
by consumer-product corporations. “In a time when drug traffickers act like corporations and corporations like traffickers,” he writes, “our best defense, perhaps our only
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defense, lies in bolstering community.” Amid a landscape of despair, Quinones found hope in those embracing the forgotten and ignored, illuminating the striking truth that we are
only as strong as our most vulnerable. Weaving analysis of the drug trade into stories of humble communities, The Least of Us delivers an unexpected and awe-inspiring
response to the call that shocked the nation in Sam Quinones's award-winning Dreamland.
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.
The Elementary edition brought right up-to-date, with new topics and new features. The Workbook, Teacher's Book, Teacher's Resource Book, Audio CD, and CD-ROM have all
been revised.
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